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¡\BSTR¡\CT: In thi s note we introduce the first.order terms of the electro-

Olagnetic potentials for an extended e1ectron ioto the stochastic

scheme oí quantum Olechanics: thus we derive in a simple and

strai~htforward forOl the correspondin~ observable corrections,
as, íur examp!c, the anomalous ma~nctic moment of the electron.

The final resules are cxpressed in tcrms oC sorne structurc

paraOlctcrs, ""hose value may be onl}' cstimated at prc~{'nt;
also, e{{ects arising from the quantization of the radiation

ficld ar(' {'xcluded a priori by our use of classical electro-
dynamics •

•Work supponcd in pan by Comisi()n :\acionai de Energía ~'ucl{'ar • .\léxico.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CeBO and de la Peña

In a recent papee 1, we ha,'c incroduced (he radiation feaccioo force
¡oto a s[Ochastic formularion of non~rela(ivistic quantum mechanics 2 with
[he airo of studying ies effect 00 the cocegy lc\'els af a quanrum systcm.
From che resules of (he calcular ion explicitly performed foc (he lower levels
of [he hydrogen atoro, we are led to con dude (hat (his self.action effect
constitutes a majar coocribution to (he Lamb shift. Although 5uch a nonrela-
tivistic spinless tecalment cannor be expected to predice exact numerical
results, it has (he advantage ol offering a cleae and consistcnc physical
picture throughout.

Making use of chis advantage once more, we propase in (his papee (O

innoduce (he firsr-arder self.action cerms for an extended electron with spin,
inro the stochastic formulation generalized adequately to ¡nclude the
treatment of spin on the basis of the rigid-body model". In this way, we
expect ro obtain the nonrelativistic equivalent of the first-order radiative
corn'ctions of quantum elecrrodynamics, which aceount for such measurable
effects as the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron; effects arising
from the quantized field. sueh as vacuum polarization, are a priori excluded
by the use of classical electrodynamies.

!l. lNTRODUCTION OF SEL F-ACTlON TER~IS

In this section we introduce the first-order self.acrion term of the
electron inro the set of fundamental equarions of the stochastie theory2:

m (f! v-!) u) = f(')e • (la)

( lb)

lIere. as in the previous papers. v and u are che systemaric and stochasric
components. respectively, of the total velociry e = v + u; f(-t) and f(-) are
the componems of the external force~ rhe + and - signs referring to their
parit)' under time reversal, and f)c ' f)~ are derivative operators which in the
markoffian approximation. i. e .• the approximation leading to quantum me.
chanics. take on [he {orm
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Eqs. (1) may be combined 10 yield

mE) v = 'qq q

where the following definitions have been used:

=E) -iE)e •

v = v - iuq

(2a)

(2b)

(3)
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In the electromagnetic case, the force Iq has been shown to be'" 5

I =. [E +q e
v xq ( 4)

In the present paper we propose to add to [his external force, the
self-action forces which way be derived from the first-order terms oí the
Liénard-Wiechert series development oí the electromagnetic potentials6:

<p' • R. w=
2c 2 R

A' = • v

e R

(5a)

(5b)

flere vand w are [he velocit}' andacceleration oí the charge, respecti-
vel}'. and R = [, - ,'1 is the distan ce between the charge, located at ,', and



the {i<-ld poinl r, lIence, the (ield at r due to the emire chargl' dislrihurion

is gi"en by:

I fR' W 'd'_____ u T

2c~ U
((,a)

A' .i-f
e

~ a 'dT'
ti

(('h)

whl'f(' u' = a(r'¡ is dJ(: chargt' dellsily.

The s(,I{-{(HCl' acting on the e1(,Clron l...•thus obtailled by substi[lHin~

llH' stoeha ....tic gl'neralization.o;¡ of Eqs. (ó) into Eg. (,i) and in[egrating once

more o\"('r the eh angl' di ...•t rihur ion, i, e. ,

f'=f[E'+q q e
Vi x
q ( 7)

A'

R.w- .'_f __ q a' dT' .
") 2 U
-C

V

!. f 3- a' dT'
e U

(8a)

I Hb)

wher<' vI = v + º )(p. ¡!ere Q and p ha"l' dll" ...•al11e llleaning as in lü'f.q q q q
(}L i. e" p is th,' di.o,;unce of the poin[ charge [() the celller o{ mas.o,; u{ the

panicie, and S~q = (.(J - iTJ represenls the complex angular n'luciry, W and TJ
beinJ?, its o,;y.o,;ll'rnatic and s[Ochaslic componl'nts. respeC!i\'l'I~'. For funhef
delaih. S{'(' che r<.'{l'rl'nces.

Since in Eq. (7) lhe dl"fi\",Hions <lf(' ",ilh respect lo p. it is con-
\'('nien, lo ",ritt. t1H' fUlIctiolls tu be deri\'('d in terms of tbi .... coordinatl',

OmittinJ?, higher-order ll"fnlS in ~2q' \'.T may \\"fite

V (pi)
q V (p) - Q x Rq 'q

Wlp')=w(P).q q
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Upon deriving with r{....•pect to p and funher making a Taylor series

dc\'C'lopmellt around the centcr of mass, W{' arriV(: a( the following results:

'Vx
v (p')q

R

'Vxv p''V('Vxv) Rxv
q + -----~q - q

R /1 J

R x (p . 'Vv )
q -

Rx (Q xq

/1'

.'? )
(901)

v (p')q

R

,
P ''V('V v)

q
R

2R . 'Vv
q

R

2/i.p. d.d.v
_ • J J J q

RJ
2R . 'V ( Qq x R) ,

+v'V 1---R-J--- q R (9b)

'V R . wq(P') ~
-----

/1

W p.'Vw R''Vw
q+ q+ qt
/1 /1 R

RiPidi di wq t

/1

[P''V('Vxw)J (R'w)R R'(p''Vw)R
q - q - q---------

R u3 1~3

Rx('Vxw) Rx
+ q +

/1

(9 e)

which, (ogether with E<Js. (8), allo\\' liS to \Vril(, (h(' diffef{'n( contribulioll ...•lO

Eq. (7) as double inlq:l:rais o\'('r a and a'. .ln(' ('xpr(.ssions obtaifled are

simpii(ied consid(.rably by assuming a spherically symrnetric char~{' distri-

bution. J( funhn \\'e introduce the following (kfiniliolls;

.!..-JJaa'dTdT':..!-: £0
" R ao ~

( lOa)

-.!- JI Rae' dTdT'

"
~a

1 ( IOb)

JJ- ~2 aa' dTdT'
1<

JJ p'aa' dTdT'
~

a, ( lOe)
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[he self-force acting 00 (he electron takes on (he final form:

('=a{-3/lE (+q o q

E ,
~[S/lV'(mv') - iVV' (mv)] +
6 q q

+ I/lE mv x Q + 'i1l.'17I7.( -1/2E gV' [s . (V'xv)]) (11)
o q q 12 q , q q

where che gyromagnetic ratio 15 defined through.3

g' '¡
3/2 ---;;;- = JJ p'o-o-' drdr' (12)

In wríting Eq. (1l), we have omitted ,he las, term of Eq. (9b) whose integral
would reprcscnt (he aecion oí a point charge over ¡[seiC, and therefore would
nOI he associated to effects duc to (he extended structure oí (he pacticlc.

In Eq. (10, f
q
wa)' be considered equal ro (he external force, since

we are working in a firse-arder approximacion. Hence, Eq. (3) takes 00 (he

form:

mfJ v =(l-3/2aE)f +a{EO [S/lV'(mv')-iVV"(mv)]+
qq o q 6 q q

E
+¡/2Emv xQ +_1'1\'1717.( -1/2E gV'[s .(V'xv)]}.

o q q 12 q , q q

(13)

The factor which appears multiplying che external force way be absorbed by a
redefinition oí (he mass. In fact, defining (he mass to firsI arder by

( 14)

we obtain (rom Eq. (13) an equation of morion for a particle with the new
mass m,' For the sake of simpliciry, we shall omir the index r and write m
for the renonnalized mass in whar follows.
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1lI. INTEGRATION OF THE EQUATION OF MOTION
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We proceed to study the effects due to the remaining self-action terros
by considering the particular problem of an electron in a hydrogenlike atom
subject to an external magnetic field. The external force acting on the ex-
tended electron is given in this case by3

'0 2f = .(E+ ~V xH+_1 'V A) + g< 'V(s 'H) (15)
q e q e 2mc q

if higher-order terms due to the structure of the particle are not taken into
account. The change of variable leading to Schrodinger' s equation with
minimal electromagnetic coupling is5

v = - 2iV'Vw - .!-- A; 'V. A = O .
q me

In the present case, we propose to integra te Eq. (15) upon the change
of variable

where 3q is such that

Vq = _ 2iV'Vw -.!-- (A+aE 8 )
me o q

OGa)

~'VxB
me q

'V'B =0.q
( 1Gb)

In deriving Eqs. (9), we have assumed that Q does not depend on. q
[he cen[er-of-mass coordinates, which is equivalen[ [O assuming [hat the
spinning motion of [he particle is essentially independent of its translational
motion. In this case, ºq can indeed be wriuen as a rotational function, as
in Eq. (16b), and hence we mar treat Bq as a correction to A, as lS shov.n in
Eq. (IGa).

lntroduction of Eq. (5) ¡ntu Eq. (3) modified by ,he mass renormali-
zation, and further integration upon (he change of variable indicated by Eq.
06a), yiclds the equation
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-i~ dw + 1
di 2m

Ceuo and de Ia Peña

_, £,' aE ,
[-i,,17w-~(A+aEB)J -_. (¡-_O)17w+

e O q 2m 6

aE 2+ V + _, ",'17 V _ 5
12 12

aE mv'-~(1+aE) •. H =0
o q 2mc 2 q

which upon (he new change of variable t/J = tW takes on'the forro:

i" d.p = _1_[_ i£'17- ~(A + aE .9 »)'.p + (V+ ÓV- /-L 'H).p
di 2m e ° q

where

(17 a)

and

aE , fí"
óV = _1 '1\.' 17 V + aE _ 17 w-

12 o 2m
5
12

(17b)

/-L = ( 1+ aE ) /-L, °
g<

/-Lo = 'q
2mc

(17c)

According lO Eqs. (14) and (17), Ihe firsl-order self.aclion effecIs on
an electron endowed with structure are [he following:

a) A correction to (he theoretical mas s parameter, whose value is given

by Eq. (14), i. e. , of order aEo'

b) An anomalous magneric moment which, according to (t7c), is given by

/-L //-L = aE .
a ° ,

e) A correction to (he porenrial energy. whose value is given by Eq. (l7b):

ÓE
aE ,

= _1 "'<17 V>
12

(l8)

d) Additional corrections ro (he kinetic energy, given by (he remaInlng

leeros in Eq. (17b), and a correerion to (he vector potencial A, due ro
(he spin of (he electron (see Eq. 17a).
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Since, as is shown by Eqs. (lO), the parameters Eo' El' E
2

depend
strongly on the charge disuibution, we are unable to predict their values as
long as we do not have any knowledge about the electromagnetic structure
of (he electron. We may, however, make sorne general statements, assuming
that a(p) is a decent function. Let us define. on the one hand, a mean
mechanical radius a in (erms of the moment of inenia of a sphere with uniform
mass distribution. 1 = (2/5) ma'; (tom Eq. (12) wc then ob,ain

( 19)

If, on (he other hand, we define a mean electrical radius b by

(20)

we see thac this is of the sorne order as a if g is around unity. We may
(herefore expect the parameters a , a , a introduced in Eqs. (lO) to be of ao I ,
similar order of magnitude, although (heir numerical values and even me ir
signs depend on the specific form of the function a(p).

It has been repeatedly shownJ•7,8 that the rigid-bod)' model for the
spinning electron may yield a satisfactory nonrelativistic description, but
(hen me radius must be assumed to be no( smalJer than (he Compton wave.
length for the electron. If, in fact, we assume a ..•...1:., and furthermore take
g:::::; 2, we may condude from the aboye arguments mat the three adimensional
parameters introduced in Eqs. (10) do not depart considerably from unit)'. On
the other side, when the electron is considered as a point particle, tI goes
to zero, while E and E go to infinity, thus yielding, in particular, an infiniteO I
value for the mass correction .. We may therefore s(ate, in analogy with
quantum e lectrodynamic s, that mass renormalizat ion is equ ivalent to ass igning
a finite value to Sm, i. e., to Eo' according to Eq. (14), which means endowing
the particle with structure. From the aboveconsiderations it seems sensible
to assume that E ...•...1, and hence, E "'" E "'" 1. In other words, if Óm is ofo I ,
order a, then the anomalous magnetic moment is of the same order, and the
correction given by Eq. (18) is

.•' ,
~ <'V V>
12

(21)
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chus representing a structure dependent contribution to (he Lamb shift, which
is 10 be added 10 Ihe main term obtained in Re£. (1).

We chus see (har, although chis nonrelativistic treatment canDor

provide exact numerical results, ir yields, nevertheless, consistent values
foc the rhree corrections it predicts: mass renormalization, anomalous
magnetic momen[ and structural component DE che Lamb shift; ir shows,
furchermore, (he dependence oí these effects upon (he electrical structure of
the elec[fon, in che nonrelativistic approximation.

In concluding, we wish [O call attention to Eq. (lOc), according to
which we are assuming a(p) lO have special properties; in particular, foc
E
2

[O be positive, a should huye at least one change oí signo Restrictions
such as this might furnish sorne general informacion about the charge distri-
bution oí the electron.
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RESUMEN

En esta nota se introducen dentro del esquema de la mecánica cuán-
tica los ténninos de primer orden en los potenciales electromagnéticos para
un electrón extenso; se derivan las correcciones observables como por ejem-
plo, el momento magnéúco anómalo del electrón en forma simple y directa.
Los resultados finales se expresan en ténninos de algunos parámetros de es~

tructura cuyos valores, en este momento sólo se pueden estimar; también, de.
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bido al uso de la electrodinámica clásica, se excluyen los efectos debido a
a la cuantización del campo de radiación.


